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Abstract
Purpose: This research aims to get an individual work performance scale of the modified version which is more acceptable and
has a good psychometric property.
Methodology: This study was conducted using a modified measuring instrument approach. Researchers use existing
theories and then make items according to the context in which this research will be conducted. The advantage of this
modification approach is getting a more comprehensive understanding of the subject we are researching.
Main Findings: Of the 303 employees that were tested in the research, the modification scale of the individual work
performance has a good psychometric property with the criteria of reliability more than 0.8 and the fit model that has a
good item with RMSEA score (0.062). Other than that, the modification scale of individual work performance shows a good
convergent validity with presenteeism and correlate with job burnout.
Applications of this study: The Individual Work Performance Scale has a comprehensive methodology and good
psychometric properties. This instrument is appropriate to be the general instrument for seeing the employee situation. In
addition, this instrument can also be used as a set of tests that are suitable for use by those who will conduct an assessment
of employee performance.
Novelty: This scale was made as a form of development from previous research which did not explore and develop forms
of assessment that were specific to an employee's performance. There is not much-related research that focuses on many
dimensions that are actually important to assess in employee performance.
Keywords: Employee Performance, Individual Work Performance, Job Burnout, Performance Appraisal, Presenteeism,
Psychometric Properties.
INTRODUCTION
The development of the use of psychological tests in industrial and organizational fields is one of them influenced by the
desire of company leaders to get the best candidates with a good process (Russell & Brannan, 2016). A good process starts
by selecting the right measuring instrument and has validity and reliability criteria (Maul, Torres, & Wilson, 2016). These
issues were then discussed in the work context until the issuance of a set of principles of validation and standardized use of
the test by the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology in 1987 (Anastasi & Urbina, 2007). The information
conveys the intention that good people have the right to work in a place and a good position or getting the right people
(Russell & Brannan, 2016).
Based on an online survey conducted by researchers taking a sample of approximately 64 subjects who worked in the
fields of psychology, management, and human resources, as many as 80% of the subjects (composition; 57.8% men and
42.2% women) considered important use of psychological tests in their activities. In addition, other information obtained
from the survey are the objectives of using psychological tests such as screening and initial selection of employees, seeing
their potential and strengths, knowing weaknesses and problems being experienced by employees, to helping in
determining the amount of salary and rewards like what who has the right to receive employees from their jobs. One of the
uses of psychological tests is in assessing performance or performance appraisal. Conceptually performance appraisal (PA)
is a process or method of assessing employee performance and giving them feedback (Dijk & Schodl, 2015). At present,
performance appraisal activities are the most effective method, especially in evaluating the quality and quantity of
employee work (Apak, Gümü, Öner, & Gülnihal, 2016), until its contribution to the theoretical and practical developments
in the field (Bretz, Milkovich, & Read, 1992).
Performance appraisal is carried out by involving all aspects of the organization and its resources (Berry, 2003). The
organization must have a measuring instrument that is in accordance with the conditions and work that is in it (Carlton &
Sloman, 1989). In addition, readiness by providing a measuring instrument has an impact on the source of the rater who
will provide an evaluation of the indicators of employee performance (Hobson, 1981). So the things that must be
considered when going to do this activity include the right measuring instrument, subject (the person being assessed), and
the rater or the person who evaluates (Berry, 2003). The challenge to be faced when performing a performance appraisal is
to focus on the psychological variables of the performance itself, which can then be seen from the scale or method of
assessment used (Hongmei & Tianyi, 2014). This is also revealed from online survey data which shows that the main
problem that occurs and makes judgments that subjects do tend to experience bias is the use of methods or psychological
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scales that are less precise. Besides that, the assessor's resources also greatly influence the quality of the usual performance
measurements (Harari & Rudolph, 2017).
The Individual Work Performance concept presented by Koopmans is the most appropriate instrument to evaluate the
performance of an employee. The scale made by Koopmans is compiled using a very complex methodology and goes
through various stages of systematic testing both in terms of the theoretical and psychometric strength (Koopmans,
Bernaards, & Hildebrandt, 2012). Apart from that, the theoretical basis development on this scale is able to combine all
elements of performance into three very important things to measure. These include task performance (main skills),
contextual performance (support capabilities), and counterproductive work behavior or things that hinder performance
(Koopmans, Bernaards, Hildebrandt, Vet, & Beek, 2014).
An individual work performance measurement tool developed by Koopmans is a set of self-reports that contain statements
that are relevant to employment indicators in general (Koopmans et al., 2014). However, there are many challenges that
will be faced when using the scale, including the differences in language and culture with the original scale, aspects of
performance that may not be measured on a scale, up to the internal factors of the subject that uses it itself (Koopmans et
al., 2012). One of the important things to do when going to use the scale is to determine whether the scale is in accordance
with the language and culture of the subject that we are going to use (Beaton, Bombardier, Guillemin, & Ferraz, 2000). In
addition, the loss factor of the consistency of the psychological scale and the effectiveness factor greatly determines the use
of this process (Wild et al., 2005).
The development of individual work performance has been widely used in a variety of work contexts, such as those carried
out by Mateen et al., (2017) in analyzing the performance displayed by employees by relating it to health measurements
held by individuals. Other results also by evaluating the concepts and psychometric properties that exist on a scale and then
doing a theoretical study again regarding the constructs of work performance (Pradhan & Jena, 2017). Most of the studies
that use this concept only use existing concepts and then vary in different contexts, so a scale that is in accordance with the
place where the measuring instrument is used is needed. In Indonesia there are also a number of studies that try to use the
individual concept of work performance, but no one has used and adjusted the measurement according to the appropriate
culture and language as well as correlating the measure with other related criteria (Mustafa & Othman, 2010; Mustafa,
2012; Muda, Rafiki, & Harahap, 2014).
Convergent validity refers to a high correlation between measurements in the same construct with different methods
(Crocker et al., 2008). The criterion used in this convergent validity is a work performance construct that is more specific
to the aspect of presenteeism, while for concurrent validity criteria it uses the Job Burnout variable. Presenteeism is a
concept that is a new reference in looking at employee work productivity. This concept refers to the presence of an
employee in his work schedule even though he is in a state of illness or health problems (Callen, Lindley, & Victoria,
2013). Presence in unfavorable circumstances is more important than unclear permits or absenteeism(Dew, Keefe, &
Small, 2005). Whereas Burnout can be defined as a syndrome or tendency to feel tired physically and emotionally,
including the development of negative self-concepts, negative work attitudes, and loss of focus and feelings towards the
task and work environment (Pines & Maslach, 1978). The study was conducted to obtain individual work performance
scales that have been modified in the Indonesian version and supplemented by testing the convergent and concurrent
validity of the scale itself.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Performance: A Psychological Construct
According to Campbell, performance is anything that is done by employees in their work in accordance with the goals and
ideals of the organization (Berry, 2003). This can be described as measurable (observable) behavior. Among them are
activities - physical activities and activities that may occur in the psychological individual, such as cognitive processes and
problem-solving. In addition, Campbell also emphasizes work performance on behavior rather than results, the behavior is
in accordance with organizational goals and is multidimensional (Koopmans et al., 2012). Campbell argues that there are
three things that occur in performance, namely a declarative knowledge (understanding and knowledge of work tasks),
procedural knowledge and skills (abilities and more specific knowledge about the procedures for doing things), and the
third is motivation (Berry, 2003).
The measurement of work performance today has brought many changes, especially in creating measuring instruments that
have good psychometric properties. According to Koopmans, there are several fundamental reasons why measurement of
individual performance is a crucial issue in the scope of assessment of work behavior (Koopmans, Bernaards, Hildebrandt,
Cw, & Vet, 2013). First, the globalization of the economy is increasing, which requires integration and independence.
Second, individual work performance is needed in an era of economic recession, which is a period in which human activity
is greater than the activity of the economy itself. Third, this work performance is very important in determining
consistency and maintaining employee work resilience. These three things must be maintained, developed, and optimized
when measuring individual work performance (Koopmans et al., 2013). To get comprehensive information about employee
performance, another theoretical model that also explains this issue is the performance model presented by Blumberg &
Pringle in 1982 (Jewell & Siegall, 1998). This theoretical concept explains that there are at least three important things that
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can be the most appropriate indicators if it is to measure how the performance displayed by an employee. These aspects
include aspects of capacity, willingness, and opportunity(Blumberg & Pringle, 1982).
Performance Appraisal
One of the important terms to be used is rater. Rater itself is defined as someone who evaluates the performance or
performance of others (Berry, 2003). Two things to consider are regarding objective measurement with the subjective
measure itself. One of the things when choosing the performance appraisal (PA) method is about the needs of the PA itself
along with its advantages and disadvantages. The rater is capable of having the ability and expertise that are appropriate
and also they can observe the behavior of the rate performance (the person being assessed). Performance appraisal (PA) is
defined as the methods and processes used by the organization to obtain an overview of the level of performance of their
employees (DeNisi & Pritchard in Arnăutu & Panc, 2015). This includes measuring performance and feedback on their
quality. PA is intended to improve employee performance (Choon & Embi, 2012). According to Nair & Salleh (2015), this
goal is achieved through 3 mechanisms: (1) as part of administration in providing reward and punishment as well as
salaries, promotions and layoffs; (2) performance feedback through fulfillment strategies, and (3) increasing employee
awareness of the facts to be measured.
Changes in issues in the PA begin with the development of psychometric characteristics of the measuring instruments used
(Appelbaum, Roy, & Gilliland, 2011). Then regarding the cognitive characteristics of the raters. The more specific the
errors of attribution, categorization, stereotypes, and other biases in the process of obtaining information. Effective
feedback makes employees concentrate on their performance. Problems that will be faced if employees receive a low
rating, they will react negatively, angry, and reject the results of feedback. The most difficulty is that the manager is not
enthusiastic about giving negative feedback. It really depends on individual differences in self-esteem, regulatory focus,
goal orientation, and performance history. The social context is very influential on the rater, rate, and the relationship
between them. It also depends on organizational culture, legal climate, human resource strategy, and organizational goals
as well as a leadership style (Dijk & Schodl, 2015).
Current Research
Assessment of an employee's performance is so important in various life contexts. This is because it is directly related to
the productivity that will result from their work. Previous research has focused on many factors related to the effectiveness
of the use of assessment instruments compared to the psychometric aspects of the measuring instruments they use (Bowden
& Sandlund, 2019; Iqbal, Akbar, Budhwar, & Shah, 2019; Rusu, Avasilcăi, & Huţu, 2016). These factors include the
existence of an organization's influence which directly affects the assessment process and other activities that are
considered to support a person's performance. Although basically in the performance assessment process must consider the
related aspects that influence it, most of them forget that the instrument used does not necessarily measure the performance
of an employee. The use of good psychometric quality instruments is already widely used, mainly used as the main way to
obtain a picture of an employee(Arnăutu & Panc, 2015). Other research is also carried out by looking at other
psychological constructs that are directly related to the existence of a leader in the assessment process s(Selvarajan, Singh,
& Solansky, 2018), which then indirectly controls the employees' personalities with the various situations they face
(Holzman & Valentiner, 2016).
This study was conducted to provide a new alternative to employee performance measurement models that often do not
have strong psychometric properties. The instrument which is not strong includes the value of reliability that is not high
and validity that is not appropriate so as to produce the wrong measurement. The model of measuring instrument
development using a modified approach because it is adapted to the context and phenomena that occur in the field will
enable a more comprehensive form of assessment. In addition, the use of good statistical analysis will also help produce a
good measurement model. Historically, the individual work performance measuring instrument developed has a good basis
so that by making additions and adjustments to the research context it will make it better than the measuring instrument
itself.
METHODOLOGY
Participants
Participants involved in this research were campus staff members who were selected using purposive sampling techniques.
This technique allows researchers to get subjects that fit the established criteria, namely those who work as administrative
staff in the campus environment. Samples involved in this study were 303 subjects, all of whom had already filled out and
obtained research approval sheets.
Instruments
Individual Work Performance Scale. The scale to be developed consists of 18 items of the original version that will be
modified by the total number of items reaches 40 items. The initial version of the scale has procedures for preparing
psychological variables with a good degree of reliability and validity, with details 5 items on aspects of task performance,
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8 items on contextual performance aspects, and 5 items on counterproductive aspects of worker behaviour (Koopmans et
al., 2012). The measuring instrument itself has received written approval directly by expert via email communication.
Job Burnout (JB) Scale. The scale to be used refers to the modifications made by (Bhratta, 2014) with 3 dimensions tested
in 2014 on approximately 87 nurses with alpha 0.922 and item correlations reaching 0.309 to 0.767. Job Burnout Scale JB
is 19 items consisting of three dimensions, namely emotional exhausted, cynicism, and inefficacy. The instrument used
was approved by the agency where the writing was written by early researchers.
Presenteeism Scale. Measurements are made based on an understanding of the aspects that exist in the employee work
environment by using a simple set of questions in the form of a global measurement scale, where respondents determine
their work position in the last few weeks whether in the best or worst performance (Kessler et al., 2003). The form of the
question is twofold, namely how you assess the performance that is usually done by most workers who have jobs similar to
yours and how you assess your work as a whole in the days when you work. For this instrument, researchers made their
own measurement tools that were theoretically developed from previous studies.
Research Design
The research procedure begins by modifying the scale of the original version consisting of 18 items (forward translation).
This modification consists of the process of translating into Indonesian, then making additions according to the target. The
total item target is 40 items, with a response format that has been adjusted to the context in Indonesia. After modification, a
trial is carried out to see how the content validity and the different power produced from these items. The next step is to
take as many subjects as the criteria to see construct validity using the confirmatory factor analysis method. Then the
construct validity is continued by looking at convergent validity with presenteeism variables and looking at concurrent
validity with job burnout variables.
RESULTS
Table 1: Reliability Coefficients for Each Variable
Construct
Task Performance (TP)
Contextual Performance (CP)
Counterproductive Work Behavior (CWB)
Presenteeism
Job Burnout

Reliability Coefficients
0.931
0.914
0.834
0.827
0.847

Furthermore, considering the modification approach carried out in this study, the number of items that were previously
numbered 18 items were then developed into 40 items arranged based on the suitability and the number of indicators
contained in each dimension. The next process when the elements in the initial construction are complete is made in a
scaled format that will be tested first by the rater (see table 2).
Table2: Aiken’s Validation
Item

V

Item

V

Item

V

Item

V

1

0.86

11

0.94

21

0.81

31

0.77

2

0.77

12

0.89

22

0.90

32

0.87

3

0.74

13

0.72

23

0.78

33

0.82

4

0.85

14

0.84

24

0.89

34

0.72

5

0.84

15

0.86

25

0.79

35

0.76

6

0.86

16

0.79

26

0.80

36

0.70

7

0.88

17

0.88

27

0.93

37

0.80

8

0.89

18

0.76

28

0.88

38

0.81

9

0.81

19

0.84

29

0.79

39

0.78

10

0.83

20

0.78

30

0.88

40

0.81

Note. Referring to the significance of 0.01, then the limit of the value of the validity of the passes is 0.63 (25 raters).
Table 3: Criteria of Fit IWPQ (Individual Work Performance Questionnaire)
Category
GFI
AGFI
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CP
0.866
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CWB
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0.856
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0.707
0.672

Results
Moderate FIT
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NFI

0.784

0.837

0.876

0.681

Moderate FIT

IFI

0.823

0.883

0.904

0.778

Moderate FIT

PGFI

0.603

0.635

0.511

0.632

Moderate FIT

RMSEA

0.123

0.096

0.112

0.082

Moderate FIT

Some categories such as GFI, AGFI, and IFY are close to the highest limit of 0.9(Darcy & Tracey, 2007). (see figure
1)[Done]

Figure 1: Model Fit Task Performance
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Figure 2: Model Fit Contextual Performance

The figure above shows the results of the contextual performance dimension which can be seen that the loading factors
among items are more than 0.5 (Darcy & Tracey, 2007). In this dimension, the final number of items is 14 items with
errors in each item experiencing overloading. Two items that were discarded previously made the model results better.
Then below is the result of the model fit dimension counterproductive work behaviour (see figure 3).

Figure3: Model Fit counterproductive work behavior
The figure above explains the results of the dimension counterproductive work behavior which can be seen that the loading factor
between items is more than 0.5 (Darcy & Tracey, 2007). In this dimension, the number of fixed items is 8 items with errors in each
of the several items experiencing overloading. The models built in this dimension show results that are almost the same as the
previous models. After doing factor analysis and testing the fit model, then convergent validity tests were carried out (see table
4).
Table 4: Convergent Validity of IWP with Presenteeism
Dimensions
Task Performance
Contextual Performance
Counterproductive
Work
Behavior

Absolute Presenteeism
0.437
0.373
-0.311

Relative Presenteeism
0.252
0.234
-0.059

Note. Convergent validity and discriminant validity were obtained from the correlational analysis between scales.
In addition, the validity carried out in this study also tried to see the concurrent validity as an external validity in this study.
This validity can be seen from the results of the correlation between IWP and Job Burnout (see table 5).
Table5: Concurrent Validity of IWP with Job Burnout
Dimension
Task Performance
Contextual Performance
Counterproductive
Work
Behavior

Job Burnout
-0.433
-0.342
0.477

Note. Concurrent validity was obtained by correlating IWP with the Job Burnout scale.
The results above show a high correlation between the three dimensions of IWP with Job Burnout. The difference is that
the dimensions of TP and CP have correlation coefficients above 0.3 (respectively -0.433 and -0.334) although the
direction is negative. While the counterproductive dimension of work behaviour also produces a high correlation of 0.477
and is positive. The initial two dimensions of IWP have a relationship that is not linear with JB, while CWB has a linear
relationship with JB (Job Burnout).
DISCUSSION
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The modified approach applied in this study helps researchers to capture a broad picture of the aspects in the field so that
they can be involved in making their measuring instruments (Ramdani, 2018). By considering aspects such as
psychological characteristics built by constructs and choice of words which are then compared to one another, then with
this translation result, it can be concluded that the first translator is more accepted than the translation compared to the
second translator. The simple reason is that the experience and quality of the first translator are more numerous, and its
superiority is being able to present sentences well and be well understood. But the collaboration between the two and
systematic synthetics makes the translation results in better (Bullinger et al., 1998).
The modification process is to increase the number of items on each indicator so that it is more proportional and also
changes the format of the response into a format that is more acceptable to the respondent. Each indicator in each
dimension will be added to the same amount so that each indicator consists of four items. Based on the results of content
analysis on 40 modified items, the validation criteria were 0.63. This limit becomes the standard for passing items that will
be tested in the trial. Of the 40 items made in the modification phase, all items have validation values above 0.63. High
item-content relevance indicators become an important foundation in building a strong construct in measurement because
there is a good connection between the fellow item (Dunn & Bouffard, 2009). The right appraiser has the same
understanding and perspective regarding items relevant to the construct. Unlike those who choose the wrong rater, it causes
cognitive failure (Wallace & Chen, 2005).
The results of discrimination power tests on 40 respondents produced a very high value of different power in each item.
The data obtained shows that each dimension has a value of average discrimination power which varies greatly from task
performance (rix = 0.542), contextual performance (rix = 0.465), and counterproductive work behavior (rix = 0.705). This
explains that the items in these three dimensions are able to distinguish between high-performance individuals and lowperformance individuals. The three reliability coefficients generated from the three dimensions show almost a very high
coefficient because it reaches more than 0.7. Similarly, the results shown in other variables such as job burnout reached
0.847 and presenteeism variables reached 0.827. Some reasons that cause high or low reliability are measurement errors,
number of items, number of subjects, score homogeneity, and the correlation between items in the test (Anastasi & Urbina,
2007; see also Vet, Mokkink, Mosmuller, & Terwee, 2017).
Confirmatory factor analysis is used when the researcher already has a clear conceptual picture of the construct being
measured (Thompson, 2004). The number of respondents used in the study amounted to 232 subjects. This amount has met
the requirements for factor analysis, which is a sample of more than 100 (Gudono, 2016). Based on these criteria, the factor
analysis study in the study resulted in a magnitude of 0.906 which indicates a very good result so that it can be said that the
exact factor analysis is used. The value of the KMO obtained in the study is one of them due to the large number of
samples that can represent each of the factors determined (Meng & Jin, 2017). In addition, loading factors in these items
produce a significant relationship so that it is appropriate to conduct an in-depth analysis of each of the factors (Gudono,
2016).
There are several important things that happen by considering the fit model in the SEM (Structural Equation Modeling)
results. First, the bigger or closer to the criteria specified for each category, then this will also affect item validity and
overall reliability (Turner & Allen, 2018). The second classification of the goodness of fit index criteria is based on the
output that produces criteria based on absolute fit, namely scores on GFI and RMSEA, then incremental fit scores on
AGFI, NFI, CFI, IFI, and RFI, while the last is criteria in parsimonious fit, namely PGFI, PNFI, and AIC. Referring to the
absolute index category, the RMSEA IWP results reached 0.062 and GFI around 0.707 so that the IWP model is a model
that is fit and shows good sharing items.
The results of the previous exposure show that the correlation calculations for each dimension prove that there is
convergent validity between the IWP and presenteeism. The correlation coefficients reached 0.437 (TP), 0.373 (CP), and 0.311 (CWB) on absolute presenteeism, and the results were 0.252 (TP), 0.234 (CP), and -0.059 (CWB) in the relative
presenteeism dimension. Such results show a high correlation, where theoretically task performance and contextual
performance will be of higher value than counterproductive work behaviour. Similarly, the direction of the correlation
shown by the first two dimensions is positive, and for the negative direction dimension. Higher results indicated by
absolute scores show that the performance construct does measure something that is actual, rather than trying to compare
themselves with the performance shown by others as done in relative presenteeism (Koopmans et al., 2014; see also Wang
et al., 2003). Other convergent studies are also supported by findings from Rehan at all (2017), which shows a negative
correlation between aspects of CWB and presenteeism (Rehan, Iqbal, Fatima, & Nawab, 2017). Another explanation that
indeed supports the results of the study on this convergent test is that the correlation coefficient is not too high, even
though there is a significant relationship. Correlation coefficients that do not reach 0.7 and above are caused by the
measured construct is very individual, so that when the subject gives a lot of bias assessment that occurs in it.
The relationship between task performance and job burnout resulted in a high but negative trending correlation (-0.433).
Likewise with the results of the contextual performance correlation with job burnout which is (-0,342). However, the
counterproductive work behavior correlation with burnout jobs is positive, which is 0.477. These results are theoretically in
accordance with the construct that was in the previous discussion. The two constructs are two constructs built in the
context of work, but the directions of both are not linear. This indicates that when an individual person experiences job
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burnout conditions their performance decreases and vice versa if their work performance is high then they are not
experiencing job burnout.
The overall results of the study produce an Individual Work Performance scale that can be used as a tool in determining the
conditions of employee performance. First, this instrument is based on theoretical constructs with good psychometric
analysis, so that the level of validity and the results obtained are more maximal. This will make the measurement results
more leverage because the use of measuring instruments is well standardized. Second, related to the performance appraisal
process, this measuring instrument is able to see the psychological condition of employees, which includes aspects that
cannot be seen directly, such as the basic abilities of employees, their relationships with each other, and how they perceive
themselves in their organization. Everything that cannot be directly observed by the assessor can be obtained from the
results of the analysis of this measuring instrument (Koopmans, 2015). This means that by using this tool as a performance
measurement tool, characters such as awareness and mental health of employees can be identified from the start. This will
help open up how the actual conditions happened to employees in recent times, which will then impact the need for
counseling and the use of methods to improve their performance. From this result, a new, more practical framework will be
made, including the use of guidelines that have been adjusted to the working conditions of the employees.
Third, as a human assessment instrument that requires data integration, the scale of the IWP cannot necessarily be used as
the main tool. This indicates that this gauge will be more effective and produce more valid measurements if used as an
instrument that is integrated with other instruments (Anastasi & Urbina, 2007), such as the KPI (Key Performance
Indicator) method, conducting raters based assessments and using other qualitative methods such as interviews. Because
this measuring instrument is a measuring instrument that cannot stand alone as a research instrument so that another set of
tests is needed, which is also valid and has the same purpose in measuring employee performance. So that the right
collaboration between measuring devices will result in a more comprehensive conclusion of the performance.
CONCLUSION
The modified version of the individual work performance (IWP) scale has good psychometric strength seen from the highreliability coefficient, the fit model of the construct it builds, and the validity criteria both in terms of the construct and the
external. The reliability coefficient for each dimension, task performance is 0.931, contextual performance is 0.904, and
counterproductive work behaviour is 0.834. The fit model built-in IWP has good sharing of items so that it shows the right
criteria to be used as a general self-report. Besides that, IWP also correlates convergently with presenteeism and has
concurrent validation with the scale of job burnout. Therefore, the modified version of IWP is highly recommended for use
in assessing and evaluating employee work performance in general, especially those in the academic environment.
LIMITATION
Some weaknesses that occur during the research process contribute to the non-maximization of results, including the
absence of subject assistance when the administrative process is scaled so that the bias and possible error in the assessment
are greater. The tendency to avoid extreme responses to sensitive parts of the scale also occurs, as well as the period of
work that is seen as long enough to remember all the processes and activities that have been carried out in work over the
past three months. The use of more modern methods and also more and varied samples is also a consideration in the
analysis.
PRACTICAL APPLICATION
This study produces a measuring tool that is practically biased to be used by all agencies that aim to conduct performance
evaluations of an employee's performance. With standardized measuring instruments, it is possible that this measuring
instrument can be used in various contexts related to individual performance. To enrich the assessment of this measuring
instrument, the researcher suggests combining this measurement with any other test that does measure other things that are
not psychologically measurable.
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